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In this paper we generalize an old result of Littlewood and Hardy about bilinear 
forms defined in a class of sequence spaces. Historically, Littlewood [Quart. J. 
Math. I (193O)j first proved a result on bilinear forms on bounded sequences and 
this result was then generalized by Hardy and Littlewood in a joint paper [Quart. J. 
Math. 5( 1934)j to bilinear forms on a class of I” spaces. Later Davie and Kaijser 
proved Littlewood’s results for multilinear forms. In this paper, Theorems A and B 
generalize the results to multilinear forms on 1’ spaces. All the results are. stated at 
the end of Section 1. Theorems A and B are proved, respectively, in Sections 2 and 
3. 
1. INTRODUC~ON, NOTAXON AND RESULTS 
In a paper written in 1930, [S], Littlewood proved a necessary condition 
on the coeffkients of a bilinear form on I”” which may be stated as: If 
A:PxP=‘+C; A(x,~)=-Y$,x~JJ~ 
I j 
is continuous and bounded by M then 
l/2 
IKM (i and j may be interchanged), (1 .l. 1) 
=T- v la,J’ < (KM) iL /t = 413. 
1 i 
(1.1.2) 
This result has been generalized by Littlewood and Hardy [2] in a joint 
paper written in 1934 to get (1.1 I), below, which in modern terminology can 
be stated as 
l’(D,) a, P(D,) c Z“(D, x Dz)r 
where ,U = 4/(3 - 2(1/p + l/q)), Di are discrete. 
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Davie and Kaijser [ 1,4] generalized (1.1) for n-linear forms, proving 
theorem (1.12) below which can be stated also as 
.&, l’(D,) = WV, (1.3) 
where r = 2n/(n + 1) and D = D, X .:. X D,, Di is discrete. 
The method and the notation we were able to develop in this paper show 
that (1.2) comes directly from (1.1) and then using (1.3) we are able to 
generalize (1.2) to n-tensors. 
The paper of Hardy and Littlewood [2] is quite hard to read. We believe 
that this presentation is simpler, even though the idea of the proof is the 
same. One of the central diffkulties was the notation. The number ~1 which 
appears in connection with (1.2) indicates the need of a new notation. 
For a collection of sequence spaces PI,..., P let us define the index 
ai = l/p, (1.4) 
and the multi-index 
a = (a, ,..., a,) E [a 11”. (1.5) 
Very often we are using multi-indices /? E N” to perform summations and 
then we shall denote 
bi E N”-’ (1.6) 
the multi-index obtained by letting the coordinate /Ir drop away. 
If a E [0, 11” we are going to use the notations: 
ai to represent its ith coordinate, 
a; to represent the ith coordinate of the dual 
multi-index a’ that is af = 1 - a,, 
(a(= 2 a, = order of the multi-index a, 
i=l 
(l-7) 
(1.7.1) 
(1.7.2) 
(a) = lp1 X . .. x lpn the Cartesian product of the family 
of sequences spaces corresponding to a. 
x E (a), x = (-Q? = (x,, ,***9 XB”)fl. 
(1.7.3) 
WV 
Throughout this paper we are dealing with functions defined on (a) for 
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some a E [0, 11” which are n-linear, continuous and C-valued. The notation 
will be 
A: (a) - c, 
A:x= (x&,n x aqxq, 
l? E k.1” 
(1.9) 
where (u~)~ denotes the matrix of A. 
A basic tool in our calculations will be partial sums on the entries of A 
which we shall denote 
(1.10) 
As an illustration of the use of this notation we present the theorem of 
Hardy and Littlewood which will be the object of generalization in this paper 
followed by the result of Davie-Kaijser: 
(1.11) THEOREM (Littlewood and Hardy). Let a=(a,,a,)E (0, 112; 
(a ( < 1, A: (a) + C a bilinear form bounded by M, A(x) = COEN2 uqxB. Then, 
(a) x:o Si < (KM)“; A = l/(1 - ]a]), i = 1,2. 
(b) Iflal<j then (Cola,l~)“‘~KM,~=44/(3-21al). 
(c) rf 1 > (a] > 4 and (Vi)(a, < f) then (z JablA)“’ < KM, 1 as above. 
(1.12) THEOREM (Davie and Kaijser). rf Q = (O,..., 0) E (0, 11” and A: 
(a) --) C; A(x) = EBEkJ. aDxq is bounded by M, then 
(a) Coi.So,<KM, i= 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(b) (En ]aqlr)“’ < KM, r = 2n/(n + 1). 
In this paper we shall prove the following two theorems: 
(1.13) THEOREM A. If a=(a ,,..., a,)E [O,l]“; la\<; and A is a 
multilinear form bounded by M, A: (a) + C; A(x) = Co a4xg, then we have 
where ,I= l/(1 -[al). 
(1.14) THEOREM B. Zf A, a and 1 are as in Theorem A, then 
vu 
< KM; 
2n 
‘=n+ I-2(a(’ 
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The constant K is the same from (1.12) through (1.15), in [4] 
K < 2(“-rK2, this is the form of K in (1.11) too. It is a consequence of 
Khintchines inequality in the proof of Littlewood’s result by Davie and 
Kaijser. 
If ) a( > f let us denote by cii the multi-index obtained by replacing ai by 
zero. Then, if ) di ( < 4, we have 
(1.15) 
and this shows that the theorem of Hardy and Littlewood follows 
immediately from our theorems. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
The proof is by induction. 
(2.1) INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS. We suppose that the theorem is true for 
a = (a , ,..., ak-, , 0 ,..., 0). 
(2.2) LEMMA (Holder’s converse). If (Xi)i E I’ is Of norm 1 and (ai)i is 
such that Cix,ai < C where C is a constant, then 
where l/r’ = 1 - l/r. 
Now, if we define A’: (a’) 4 Cc; .4’(z) = A(zx,J for some (x&~ of norm 1 
fixed, then we have 
(2.3) LEMMA. Co,(Gk Ia0 1’ Ix~~I*)~“* < (Kd@ with 1’ = l/( 1 - (a’ I). 
Proof. By the induction hypothesis. 
Now the kth inequality follows from (2.3) and (2.2) with l/r = akA’ (and 
hence r’ = J/J’): 
(2.4.k) 
To prove the other relations, for i # k, we need the lemma: 
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(2.5) LEMMA. 
with i # k and A’ and A as above. 
Proof. This follows directly from the following lemma combined with 
Lemma (2.2) with l/r = akA’. 
(2.6) LEMMA. 
where A’ is as above and (xoJok is of norm 1. 
Proof. 
by HGlder’s inequality with 
2 - A’ 1 
2 
+;=1, o< T-c 1. 
And as &(la, I’/S&> = 1 we have 
by the induction hypothesis, proving (2.6). 
Now, for i # k we have 
566 
Put now 
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(2.7) 
and then by Hiilder’s inequality 
by HBlder’s inequality with s + s’ = 1. 
Then, by choosing s so that r/s = n/A’ it turns out that t//s’ = a/2 and we 
have 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. If+ < Ial < 1 but ]HrJ <) then 
2 s;, < (Kiw; *=A. 
41 1 --I4 
Proof: From Lemmas 2.3 and 2.2. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
The proof is essentially the same as in the bilinear case. It is performed by 
using H6lder’s inequality to split x4 Jab/’ into several factors (in n factor in 
case of n-linear forms). Later using the Minkowski inequality we are able to 
use inequalities in Theorem A to make the final majoration. We shall do the 
proof for n = 3, the general case being obvious. 
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by applying HGlder’s inequality with the multi-indices 
si = (Sf , s:, s;>; s: + s; + s: = 1 (3.2) 
i=l,2,3. 
Now, by successive application of Minkowski inequality in the second and 
third factors (once and twice, respectively) we shall be able to majorize them 
via Theorem A each one beginning with the right index. The whole is subor- 
dinated to the system of equations 
(Vi) ($, G=l)- 
From (2) and (3) we may conclude that a given multi-index has all coor- 
dinates equal to a but one which is (2/A)a: 
S2= (a,+a,a), 
s' = ($a,a,a), 
and p, =,LQ =.u3 = 2a= l/(d + 1). 
In this way we have (see [3, p. 32)), 
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By substitution of 1 we have ,U = 3/(2 - Ia/) or, in general, in the case of 
n-linear forms 
2n 
p=n+I-2(a(’ 
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